ORGANISES through the cultural project "CULTURAL CONNECTION THROUGH CONFERENCE AND ARTISTIC ACTS" - CULTARTCONEX
THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE "Multidimensional Tendencies in Sustainable Development" (TENDEV 2023)
The 1st Edition
"Challenges and Strategies for Sustainable Development facing the Climate Change"
19-20 October 2023

The project is financed through the Grow Timișoara 2023 funding program, which is run by the Project Center of the Municipality of Timișoara, from amounts allocated from the state budget, through the budget of the Ministry of Culture. The cultural project "Cultural connection through conference and artistic acts" CultArtConex is financed as a small project with the amount of 50,000 lei, non-refundable funding, out of the total of 52,700 lei, total value of the project, 2,700 lei representing the own contribution.
The beneficiary of the funding is the Romanian Academy – Timișoara Branch, through the RESEARCH CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT OF ROMANIA.
The project is meant to achieve a cultural connection to society through the international conference "Multidimensional Tendencies in Sustainable Development" and through the realization of relevant artistic activities by the Research Center for Sustainable Rural Development of Romania within the Romanian Academy - Branch Timișoara (CCDRDR-ARFT), in collaboration with the following partners:
  P1. University of Szeged, Faculty of Agriculture;
  P2. The German Forum of Banatian Youth;
  P3. Association for the Support of Rural Space Research and Development;
  P4. The cultural institute of Romanians from Vojvodina.

THE PROGRAM OF THE EVENT

Thursday 19.10.2023
0930-1000 – Registration of participants (Romanian Academy – Timișoara Branch, 24 Mihai Viteazu Bv., Timisoara)
1000-1030 – Opening of the Conference (Academica Banat Chorus, welcome speech)
1030-1300 – Presentation of the papers in the conference plenary
1300-1400 – Lunch
1400-1600 – Artistic moment – Choir of the Romanian Cultural Institute of Vojvodina, The Artistic Cultural Ensemble of the German Youth Forum of Banat - Banater Rosmarein Branch
1800-2200 – Intercultural evening (Ingrid Nicolaescu recital, festive dinner)

Friday 20.10.2023
0930-1000 – Photographic exhibition Duma Constantin (foyer of the Romanian Academy Hall – Timișoara Branch)
1000-1030 – Awarding of participants
1030-1100 – Aura Twarowska recital accompanied by Alice Maria Bălan
1100-1200 – Cultural mediation
1200-1300 – Lunch
1330 – Closing of the event.